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Silicon Film, after many years of press releases and delays have finally brought working product to a trade show. At PMA Silicon Film 
finally demonstrated their EFS-1 digital film product (along with various add-ons). Essentially the EFS-1 is a digital insert which 
replaces film in a normal 35mm camera and records the images digitally.

There are still however several limitations, first of all the unit itself has a built-in capacity for 24 images (64MB) after which time it 
must be inserted into the E-Box and its contents either transferred to a computer or CompactFlash card. The second limitation is that 
the relatively small 1.3 megapixel CMOS sensor uses only about 30% of the center of the frame, this means that when looking 
through the viewfinder you have a small field of view (marked out by a supplied rub-on transfer) which equates to a 2.58x focal 
length multiplier, thus a 28mm lens becomes 72mm. Lastly it only currently supports certain camera models: Nikon F5, F3, N60/N90 
and Canon EOS-1N, EOS-A2, EOS-5.

That said, Silicon Film have brought this product to market and we hope are capable of producing similar devices with larger sensors 
and more internal capacity (or wireless transfer to storage devices). We were lucky enough to be allowed to take a couple of sample 
images away from the stand, I'll let you decide for yourself.

Shooting an image writes an RAW file onto the EFS-1 which is then decoded by a Photoshop plugin which performs bayer 
interpolation, white balance, gamma and exposure compensation.

EFS-1 digital film insert EFS-1 and its two batteries (good for 
several hundred shots)

EFS-1 being inserted into e-port e-port (note PCMCIA connector, can be 
inserted directly into a PCMCIA slot for 
download)
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e-port inserted into e-box for "in the field" 
download onto CompactFlash cards (Type 
I/II)

EFS-1 and e-box

EFS-1 inserted into camera Photoshop plugin transferring three images

Three images transferred and ready for 
saving A final Silicon Film image
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